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CAMPBELL-SAVONA CENTRAL SCHOOL DISTRICT
CAMPBELL, NY

Winner Outstanding Design - Specialized Facility (American School and University)

Three conventional classroom spaces were converted into a new integrated 
STEM classroom. This multiple curriculum space incudes Inquire® tables on 
casters paired with Intellect Wave® 4-leg chairs. Flexible seating and tables provide 
opportunities for large group instruction or collaboration of smaller teams of 
students.  

Photos by Gary Thompson
Design by Hunt Engineers
        

► VIEW PHOTO GALLERY

AWARD-WINNING STEM CLASSROOMS

These schools were selected by American School & University as 
OUTSTANDING DESIGNS.  ►VIEW ALL

KI strives to advance the transformation from traditional classrooms to flexible, 
engaging learning spaces while enhancing the entire learning experience. We 
leverage years of experience, expertise and knowledge of educational trends to 
help you choose your ideal classroom solution. Moreover, architects and 
designers ranked KI #1 in Educational Solutions for 11 years in a row according to 
Contract magazine’s brand preference report. 

LEAP ACADEMY STEM CHARTER SCHOOL
CAMDEN, NJ

Winner Outstanding Design - Specialized Facility (American School and University)

Classrooms and science/technology laboratories were combined to foster  
experiential teaching and learning in environments that are both flexible and  
dynamic for students and teachers alike.

Multiple colorful spaces include Intellect Wave® 4-leg chairs, Strive® 4-leg chairs 
with casters and Intellect Wave®  contour, tripod desks.

Design and photos by Kitchen and Associates                 

 ► VIEW PHOTO GALLERY

NEW TECH AT MERIDIAN HIGH SCHOOL
SANFORD, MI

Winner Outstanding Design - Specialized Facility (American School and University)

Smaller, closed-off rooms were opened to create a uniquely larger space that is 
perfect for project-based learning. Students can easily move furniture for group 
or independent work. Students now have options on how and where to work, 
so they can choose their most efficient and comfortable work space. This learning 
space features Intellect Wave® task chairs and task stools as well as Strive® 4-leg 
chairs with casters.

Design by Kingscott Associates
Photos by TIppett Photo                  ►  VIEW PHOTO GALLERY
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